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INTRODUCTION
Today’s customers are information savvy, educated and have high expectations. They tend to value customer experience
and rely on the opinions of their peers over price and functionality. As a result, customers are more likely to defect if they
have a negative experience with a product or service. This customer empowerment is driving the traditional call center to
become a customer experience hub; customers need consistent information across channels and agents need training and
guidance in order to answer customer queries effectively. In addition, a proliferation of social and mobile interactions raises
the complexity of engaging and managing interactions with customers and prospects. The ability for customers to
communicate through multiple channels has increased the number of interactions, creating pressure on contact centers to
respond quickly and provide accurate information.
As the epicenter of customer engagement and the experiences that result, the agent desktop must evolve to meet today's
changing customer demands and new contact center challenges. Agents require next-generation desktop solutions that are
built to handle multi-channel customer interactions. Contact centers need to implement customizable, agile agent desktop
solutions that will evolve with changing business requirements. In order to adapt quickly to new social trends or customer
behavior, next-generation contact centers should adopt agent desktop solutions that support rapid upgrades and include
new tools and features, such as social media response capabilities and centralized knowledge management.
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WHAT IS THE NEXT GENERATION AGENT DESKTOP?
As enterprises evolve their contact centers to become more customer experience-centric, they need to deploy flexible
agent desktops. Key attributes that define the next generation agent desktop are: cloud delivery, configurability, unified
multi-channel and social media management and dynamic agent guidance and system unification. Figure 1 depicts how the
agent desktop is evolving to become more agile.
Figure 1:

The agent desktop is evolving to become more agile
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Cloud delivery
The traditional agent desktop provides customer service representatives with a place to record and review customer
information. Typically very rigid, IT departments must install these applications onto the agent's computer and deal with the
hassle of storing customer data on premises. When running premises-based software, enterprises need to invest in
hardware to store the application and customer data. In a traditional on premises environment, organizations have to buy
enough licenses to meet peak volume, even if the average volume is much lower, leaving them with unused capacity.
Cloud-based agent desktops provide enterprises and their agents with a much more agile and flexible experience. They
allow rapid access to upgrades as well as being simple to manage. A browser-based or thin client desktop can easily be
deployed to agents in remote locations and can provide organizations with the flexibility to adjust the number of seat
licenses up or down based on the fluctuations in call center volume without making additional hardware investments.
Cloud-based solutions also provide more flexible payment options, typically consisting of an operating expense rather a
large capital outlay, a more palatable option in today's tight economic climate.

Configurability
With traditional agent desktops, even minor configuration changes often require the help of a systems integrator or IT
specialist because they require coding. And because business change is often unpredictable, this can necessitate finding
additional budget to fund the change and months to implement it. When organizations find their version of desktop software
at end of life, it often requires a costly and protracted forklift upgrade.
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Next generation agent desktop solutions are built for speed and agility. They have business users in mind and allow
managers to configure changes without the need for coding. A centralized management point allows business analysts to
create customized business rules and configure the desktop themselves. Changes and upgrades can quickly be rolled out
to users without the need to configure multiple applications. For example, workflows and call scripts need to be altered
frequently and managers need to be able to push new scripts to agents in different locations at the same time and provide
categorized information.

Unified multi-channel management including social media
Consumers have the ability to adopt new technologies much faster than enterprises because they do not need to go
through management approval processes or lengthy budgeting decisions. This has led to an inconsistency in the adoption
of social tools and contact centers have been slow to integrate these new web tools. Most legacy systems today have
segregated management of customer interaction channels. Enterprises may use a different system for the phone, another
for email and yet another for chat, resulting in siloed, inconsistent customer experiences. In addition, social media has
become a part of day-to-day life for many people and it is impossible for enterprises to ignore this trend. Today most
enterprises treat social media monitoring as a bolt-on adjunct process to existing customer processes because legacy
agent desktop solutions were not designed to connect social media users to agents. Enterprises face new challenges:
integrating social media with their existing systems and training agents to respond through these new channels.
Enterprises need agile desktop solutions that help them adapt their customer service strategy and evolve with customers.
This is especially true when responding to social media, giving enterprises the chance to turn negative comments into
actionable service opportunities. Next generation agent desktop solutions centrally manage all interaction channels phone, email, web, mobile, chat, and social media. The result is consistent, seamless customer experiences across all
customer touch points, end-to-end customer insight, and increased operational efficiency. These solutions allow contact
centers to manage social media as an integrated channel. They use sentiment and intent to pull in and queue relevant
social queries and then automatically search the knowledge base for relevant information or similar historical inquiries.
Social media monitoring tools coupled with routing help organizations identify product and service comments and route
those queries to the agent most able to respond. Agents are then able to respond quickly to multiple similar queries with
accurate answers in the channels that customers want to use.

Dynamic guidance and system unification
Agents often find it difficult to find information on legacy agent desktop solutions because information is dispersed; separate
case management and knowledge management systems make it difficult for agents to gain a complete picture of the
customer. Statistics vary, but it is commonly reported that on average an agent must access between five and 10 disparate
systems to resolve a customer issue. In addition, most traditional desktop software does not understand the context of what
the agent is trying to do, treating every interaction the same.
Next-generation agent desktops simplify life for the agent by guiding them with contextually relevant knowledge so they get
the right information at the right time. Workflow orchestrates this guidance so agents can focus on the customer interaction
not the technology. Next generation agent desktops unify enterprise data so the agents no longer have to switch between
multiple screens. Instead, all relevant knowledge is centralized in the desktop and presented contextually through workflow,
contextual workspaces, and scripts. This results in a better agent and customer experience, and significantly higher agent
efficiency.
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WHY CONSIDER A NEXT GENERATION AGENT DESKTOP IN TODAY’S EVOLVING
MARKET?
As the consumer world evolves and online interactions become more prevalent, enterprises face numerous—and
sometimes conflicting—challenges. They need to be nimble and react to new trends; at the same time, IT budgets are
being stretched, and corporate initiatives require increased productivity from the contact center. In addition, consumers
today have more information, more influence, and more expectations of businesses than ever before. They are using
multiple channels to find information, often utilizing web, mobile devices, and social media before calling an agent with the
same inquiry. Contact centers need to find a way to improve information across channels and deliver consistent information
in order to make it faster and simpler for customers to find answers to their questions. Next generation agent desktops are
necessary to help contact centers deliver multi-channel capabilities and provide better access to information for agents and
customers alike.

Customers are using multiple channels to find information
Customers often use online tools to troubleshoot prior to calling into a contact center; they perform web searches, engage a
social community, or read FAQ pages. When customers are not able to resolve queries by themselves, they call a contact
center to find additional information or personalized advice from a representative. Customers may get frustrated due to the
disconnect between information they read online and the responses they receive when calling a contact center.
Additionally, this multi-pronged approach for finding information can be inefficient and often time-consuming leading to
customer frustration. Agents often have limited or no information about historical online customer interactions and as a
result, customers must often repeat information to agents when they call the contact center.
It is difficult to match customer data across channels in order to find out how customers search for information and
understand their behavior. Agents need a desktop solution that gives them a view of online interactions alongside historical
phone calls and sales data. Cross-channel analytics solutions help contact centers understand which channels customers
have used and push useful data to the agent so that they have more knowledge of each customer's background. Although
these analytics tools are still in their infancy, they will play a more intrinsic role in customer service over the next few years.
Customers are becoming more familiar with using online tools and contact centers must provide multi-channel customer
service. The desktops need to provide context-sensitive information on the customer, allowing the agent to view historical
and online interactions as well as respond to online queries.

Enterprises are focused on delivering one-touch customer service
Despite the emergence of new customer interaction channels, enterprises still strive to provide one-touch customer service,
where any query is answered at the first point of contact, to reap financial benefits and to improve customer satisfaction.
First contact resolution is beginning to replace the popular first call resolution metric. As customers become more
knowledgeable and confident using forums and social sites to find information, online customer service will become more
personalized and dynamic so that customers can quickly find the answers they need. Enterprises need a way to link
information across channels, and ensure consistent accurate information across all customer touchpoints; this will help
decrease the effort customers put in to find information and drive up one-touch customer service.
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Figure 2:

Channels through which customers have had success resolving issues on the first attempt
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A centralized knowledge management system is needed to provide a connected customer-agent information source,
ensuring that customers using the web have access to the same up to date information as agents. Agents should have the
ability to suggest knowledge articles based on their interactions; they can pull useful information from online conversations
and historical conversations to add to the knowledge management approval process.
Figure 2 shows the results from a survey of 520 US-based consumers. When asked which channels were most successful
in facilitating one-touch service, over 80% of respondents cited the voice channel whereas only 33% cited email. Clearly
the majority of customers believe they are only able to resolve issues on the first attempt via a live phone conversation.
Enterprises need to improve relevancy and consistency of information across email, web chat, and FAQ pages by
assessing customer requirements and proactively pushing information online. Although complex issues will still need more
personalized attention from an agent, there are many simple queries that can be carried out without speaking to an agent if
information is easily accessible to customers. As enterprises focus on creating a one-touch environment, customers will
need to spend less effort and time to find information and their satisfaction will improve. In addition, enterprises can deflect
calls requiring live assistance and reduce staffing costs and pressure on agents.
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HOW DOES THE NEXT-GENERATION AGENT DESKTOP ALLEVIATE IT AND CONTACT
CENTER BUSINESS CHALLENGES
Organizations need to consider both IT and business goals
Next generation agent desktop solutions have benefits for both business managers and the IT team. While contact center
managers face pressures to reduce costs, support agents and adapt their technology to changing market trends, IT teams
manage multiple systems that include difficult to upgrade, adapt and maintain legacy applications. While businesses seek
to improve customer satisfaction and agent performance, IT departments must integrate new solutions and ensure uptime
reliability and security. IT and business goals often conflict. Businesses may wish to make changes without relying on IT
and IT may wish to oversee all changes without oversight from other enterprise departments. Implementing new technology
solutions require cooperation from all stakeholders.
The benefits a next-generation agent desktop provides IT and business departments are depicted in Figure 3. Enterprises
can deploy a cloud-based solution more quickly than on-premises one, particularly since the IT department needs to spend
less time installing and configuring the application. Because the application is hosted on the vendor's premises, the IT team
does not need to bring in specialists to handle related services and systems integration. Storing customer data offsite
reduces the IT department's responsibility for security, maintenance, uptime, and outages and staff can focus on managing
core communications and infrastructure technology.
Figure 3:

IT and business benefits of a next-generation agent desktop
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Contact center business benefits include improved agent productivity; with a contextually driven desktop, agents can
access relevant information and provide assistance faster. Improved agent performance also helps increase job satisfaction
and reduce staff turnover. Additionally, on-boarding and training becomes faster and easier. When agents have clear
guidance on how to handle customer queries and a simplified user interface, they quickly learn how to use and the
application and managers do not have to spend as long training new hires. Business managers also gain a more agile
cloud-based solution that allows for fast upgrades that can be rolled out to agents in all locations at the same time. Next
generation agent desktop solutions are designed with the customer experience at the core and both customers and agents
gain easier access to information through a centralized knowledge base. Agents are more knowledgeable, and customers’
satisfaction increases because they get queries answered faster.
Both the business and IT staff benefit from easy, ongoing upgrades via the cloud; contact center managers can roll out new
capabilities, such as social or mobile, and IT staff often don't need to implement the changes themselves. The next
generation desktop is also cost effective and budgeting changes from CapEx to OpEx, benefiting all departments of the
enterprise. Managers can balance costs of the new solution over an extended time period and do not need to budget for a
large initial investment.

PROVEN BENEFITS OF MIGRATING TO A NEXT-GENERATION DESKTOP
Case study: Leading sports clothing and footwear company
A leading global sports brand providing clothing and footwear has over 140 agents in its US contact center, rising to 200 in
peak season. Its contact center supports a number of different organizations within the business, including ecommerce and
corporate inquiries as well as some technical support. The contact center fields approximately 1 million communications a
year, including voice, email, and web chat, as well as providing frequently accessed FAQ pages. The organization initially
had two separate systems for case management and knowledge management and wanted to implement a fully integrated
solution in order to improve the efficiency of its customer service operation.

What were some of the challenges with your old agent desktop solution?
The sports brand found a number of issues with its legacy premises-based case management system. The related
hardware was costly to maintain and changes to the system were costly and difficult to implement. Running separate
systems for case management and knowledge management also meant siloed workflows between systems and difficulties
with data transparency. Furthermore, in order to upgrade the legacy solution, the sports brand would need to make
additional investments on new hardware and professional services.

What were the key benefits realized by implementing a cloud-based agent desktop solution?
After implementing a next generation agent desktop, the sports brand was able to simplify systems management and
improve agent productivity as detailed in Figure 4. The business saved an estimated $2.8 million over three years.

What are the future plans for expanding the customer support system?
The brand intends to leverage more capabilities of the agent desktop, implementing some new social media capabilities.
Social media is a new customer service tool for the brand and it intends to roll out additional channel capabilities slowly,
taking into consideration customers needs.
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Figure 4:

Benefits realized by migrating to a next generation agent desktop

Benefit

Customer results

Average handle time

Consolidation of knowledge and case management systems meant that the
organization was able to reduce average handle time because agents found it
easier to navigate systems.

Implementation time

The implementation timeline was four months, whereas an upgrade of the
legacy system would have taken nine months.

Total cost of ownership

The business saved an estimated $2.8m over three years by implementing a
new desktop solution. The OpEx recurring pricing model of the cloud-based
solution suited the business better and upgrade costs are included in the
maintenance fee.

Agent effectiveness

The database and workflow integration provided agents with a 360-degree view
of the customer. Elimination of toggling between applications allows agents to
carry out queries and find information faster and productivity increased.

Centralized data
management

Migrating from two disparate systems to one platform allowed the brand to
simplify its databases, gaining a single database for maintenance contracts and
reporting.

Training time

A more user friendly system meant that agent training costs and time to
competency for new hires was reduced.

Scalability

The hosted platform allows for much faster scalability for changing seasons.
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STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ENTERPRISES
Identify data sources and clean data before migrating
One challenge enterprises face when migrating to a next generation agent desktop is migrating data from old applications
in an efficient manner. This process is often overlooked but enterprises need to spend extra time identifying relevant data
sources and ensuring that everything is accurate before transferring the data. The first step is for enterprises to identify
which applications contain the data sources to be migrated; it may be a simple transfer from a legacy CRM application to
the new agent desktop solution but there may be data to pull in from other existing applications or home grown solutions.
Once the applications have been isolated, it is easy to determine the number and type of connectors that will be needed.
Following the data identification, enterprises should then review and clean the data before putting it into the new system.
Managers can profile data manually or use an automated application to find duplicates and remove errors. Correcting the
data beforehand ensures that information in the new system is accurate and ready to be used, reducing headaches with
setting up and getting a new system up and running.

Be prepared to adapt desktop tools according to customer behavior
As customer behavior changes, contact centers must understand their customer base, demographics and channel
preferences and tailor their customer service strategy to customers' needs. For example, an online retailer should assess
the ways its customers use the web to find information, and then update FAQ pages and its knowledge base to proactively
provide that information. Agents must be trained on the most suitable channels to engage customers; if customers interact
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via online messaging, Twitter and Facebook, the contact center should provide service through those channels. A desktop
solution should be flexible and evolve as the business requires new capabilities.

Provide agents with guidance and easy access to contextual information
Contact centers should leverage historical customer data to guide agents through each call, drawing information on
customer preferences and loyalty from CRM systems. Managers can set up suitable scenarios that suggest answers for
agents and push relevant information from the desktop, depending on their actions. Contextual agent guidance makes
answering customer queries simpler and improves agent productivity. By giving customers more accurate answers, agents
are able to resolve queries faster and improve customer satisfaction. Contact centers must monitor the success of
contextual guidance with analytics and feedback from agents. They should be prepared to alter scripts according to the
needs of agents and customers' reasons for calling.

Create a centralized knowledge base to align agent and customer information
Customers need up-to-date and consistent information across channels. Since web self-service deflects calls only if online
information is accurate and easily accessible, information on FAQ pages, forums, social media, and website links should
match information provided by agents. Enterprises should work with their knowledge management providers and look at
ways to create a centralized knowledge base where information can be shared between agents and customers. This will
help to create consistent information for customers whether they call the contact center or use online tools such as social
media and forums. Contact centers should also start to look at ways to pull customer knowledge and feedback from social
sites and forums and integrate useful information into their knowledge base for agents to use.

Make it easy for customers to find information, reduce effort and improve satisfaction
By creating an intuitive desktop solution and ensuring consistency in online information, contact centers can help improve
customer satisfaction. The aim of implementing a new desktop solution should be to reduce the effort that customers need
to apply to find an answer; this can be achieved by reducing the number of channels they have to access and speeding up
the time spent talking to agents. In order to minimize customer effort, contact centers need to understand their reasons for
calling and then provide relevant information to agents and update online tools. Contact centers should rely on their agent
desktop solutions to help achieve this goal, guiding agents and pushing information to the knowledge base. However,
contact centers also need to ensure that their routing and web self-service capabilities are integrated and working
effectively to create a consistent customer service experience.

Focus on business agility
Keeping up with both customer and business needs requires a nimble contact center operation. In order to create a flexible
contact center, enterprises should consider the configurability of systems and cloud-based desktops. In order to respond to
changing customer demands enterprises should provide the ability to make application changes to the front lines of the
business. This requires a desktop solution built with intuitive, drag-and-drop configurability in mind, rather than hard coding.
A configurable desktop will enable a more nimble enterprise across the board while freeing up IT resources to focus on
more strategic issues. In addition, cloud-based desktop solutions provide the ability to get up and running quickly, but also
to cost-effectively change with the business over time.
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